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Winter Fuel Payment due by 
this month’s deadline - but 
some pensioners will miss out 
A WINTER FUEL PAYMENT should be in Britons' bank accounts by this time next week, 

but for those who have not received a sum, ineligibility could be the reason why. 
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Winter fuel payments: Johnson responds to calls for expansion 

Get pensions news and advice plus latest 
money alerts for FREE now 
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More info 

A Winter Fuel Payment is made available to those born on or before September 26, 1955. 

People could get between £100 and £300 to help them pay their heating bills, automatically, 

especially if they are in receipt of the state pension. To be eligible, a person must have also 

lived in the UK for at least one day during the week of September 20 to 26, 2021. 
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Related articles 

Free NHS prescriptions ‘axed from April’ Council tax to hit £2,000 from April - 

- £9.35 charge to be hiked pensioners can cut bill to zero 

This is known as the qualifying week and is essential if Britons want the payment. 

However, there are some individuals who will not be able to receive a Winter Fuel Payment. 

This is due to rules which have been outlined by the Department for Work and Pensions 

(DWP) on the matter. 

Those who should pay particular attention are expats - individuals who have chosen to live 

overseas - many of whom do so in retirement. 
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READ MORE: State pension alert: You may have to retire later - DWP review 

Winter Fuel Payment due by this month’s deadline - but some pensioners will miss out (Image: Getty) 

This is known as the qualifying week and is essential if Britons want the payment. 

However, there are some individuals who will not be able to receive a Winter Fuel Payment. 

This is due to rules which have been outlined by the Department for Work and Pensions 

(DWP) on the matter. 

Those who should pay particular attention are expats - individuals who have chosen to live 

overseas - many of whom do so in retirement. 
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State Pension UK: What is State Pension? (Image: EXPRESS) 



But expats are not the only individuals who could stand to READ MORE 
lose out in the colder months of the year. 

People will not qualify in a number of other circumstances 

according to the Government website. 

This is the case if they were or are in hospital getting free 
State Pension to rise 

treatment for more than a year. £290 in 2022 - ‘plug in’ 

this vital number no... 

Individuals will also not qualify if they found themselves in 

prison for the whole of the qualifying week. 
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